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الث  الاعدادى  ة  للصف  الي  حان  العمالق 
له امت  ة  لي  اب  2023اج   

100-b 89-a 78-b 67-a 56-b 45-d 34-a 23-b 12-c  1-c 

101-c 90-a 79-c 68-c 57-d 46-d 35-c 24-a 13-a 2-d 
102-d 91-b 80-a 69-b 58-c 47-c 36-c 25-c 14-a 3-c 
103-d 92-c 81-c 70-c 59-d 48-b 37-b 26-d 15-a 4-a 

 93-d 82-c 71-c 60-a 49-c 38-b 27-c 16-b 5-d 
 94-a 83-c 72-b 61-a 50-b 39-c 28-a 17-b 6-c 
 95-d 84-a 73-d 62-b  51-c 40-d 29-a 18-d 7-a 
 96-a 85-b 74-d 63-a 52-b 41-c 30-c 19-b 8-d 
 97-b 86-a 75-b 64-a 53-b 42-d 31-b 20-d 9-a 
 98-d 87-c 76-a 65-d 54-c 43-d 32-a 21-c 10-c 
 99-b 88-c 77-d 66-d 55-a 44-c 33-a 22-d 11-c 

 

 
48-talked 38-knew 28-had 18-didn’t love 8-goes 1-sold 

49-was wearing 39-had left 29-could/would 19-would have 9-buy 2-covers 
50-had broken  40-had got 30-did he use 20-used to waste 10-making 3-isn’t played  
51-will cairo be  41-returned 31-would go 21-didn’t use to have  11-recycle   4 لا خطأ-cut down 
52-will people travel  42-had never heard 32-had published 22-used to get  12-to use  5- was built  
53-will be 43-After 33-has been reading 23-didn’t use to turn off  13-However 6-were planted  
54-are 44-had won 34-had 24-would you do 14-that’s why 7-will you do  
55-to learn 45-were 35-was 25-studied  15-However 8-was taken  
56-will produce 46-was  36-went 26-didn’t use to send 16-were 9-are built 
57-is surrounded 47-would 37-had revised 27-would be 17-didn’t plant 7-will you do  

 
61-had finished  60-would travel 59-to spend 58-was/were 

 

 Dialogue : between Baher and MarwanFinish the following 1)  
 

 

Any Acceptable answer will be ok 

But , I don’t think so  1- 

I think they will use such a renewable energy . 2- 
What is  a renewable energy like ?  3- 
Will we live in tall buildings ? 4- 
That’s right  5- 

Hania and Malak  Dialogue : betweenFinish the following  2) 
 

 

Any Acceptable answer will be ok 

It’s difficult to say . 1- 

Did you read it ? 2- 
Difficult to read them  3- 
Could you clear more ? 4- 
Ok I got it .  5- 
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Tamer and Shreif  Dialogue : betweenFinish the following  3) 

 

Any Acceptable answer will be ok 

I think it’s so good idea but we need many things   1- 

I think all ……. 2- 
Why don’t you agree ? 3- 
I disagree with you  4- 
Do you know that it will take a long time to build it ?  5- 

Noha  and Hania   Dialogue : betweenFinish the following  4) 
 

 

Any Acceptable answer will be ok 

No I didn’t 1- 

How good is she at her job ? 2- 
Fantastic ! 3- 
I hope that  
Have you heard that she is visiting Randa tomorrow?  

4- 

 5- 

 

Read and complete the following : 

 

5)Read and complete the text with words from the following list :  

4-will  3-renewable 2-fuels 1- cut 

6)Read and complete the text with words from the following list :  

5-preserved 3-species  2-coastal 1-grassland 

7)Read and complete the text with words from the following list :  

4-threads 3-loom 2-weaver 1-weaving 

8)Read and complete the text with words from the following list :  

4-speech  3-absorb 2-with 1-start 

9)Read and complete the text with words from the following list :  

4-air conditioning  3-bamboo  2-bulbs 1-seedlings 

10)Read and complete the text with words from the following list :  

4-helped  3-satellites  2-taught 1-on 

11)Read and complete the text with words from the following list :  

4-forward  3- governor  2-meeting  1-operator 

Comprehension 

1- c  2-a  3-b  

4- peace and hope  

5- that shows that life on the moon is peaceful and a fun so he liked the hope to 

come back again  

6-since 1972  
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